
 

away protections from those who are most vulnerable. Yet at the times when I have felt most 
despairing, I have been inspired to see the powerful and multifaceted ways our section 
members have stepped forward to challenge this siege. Some of you have promoted 
research that challenges assumptions or demonstrates the harm that would result from 
proposed changes. Some have organized teaching materials, trainings, and forums or served 
as resources on your campuses. Some have written columns, blogs, or put yourselves in front 
of the nation to share insights via media. Some have organized in your own communities or 
traveled to show solidarity with others. What is clear is that our section’s members are taking 
our expertise—our time and our talents—and bringing them to where they are most needed. 
I am honored to be your Chair this year and to be a part of a community of scholars who 
promote social justice wherever they can. I am grateful for the inspiration you provide to me 
and others, and amazed at the good work and good deeds I have seen from so many of you.  
 
Our section leadership and committees continue to work hard behind the scenes and I want 
to update you on those efforts. Our awards committees are now working through the 
nominations they have received. Our social media team continues to promote section 
scholarship. Jen Carter’s efforts to send daily tweets of new publications this winter was but 
one great example. Eli Alston-Stepnitz, the new newsletter editor, has jumped in and 
completed this excellent edition. The student concerns committee is working on our section 
mentorship program, in partnership this year with the Bodies and Embodiment section and 
will soon invite you to participate. In the coming weeks, you will be offered an impressive 
slate of candidates and asked to vote for next year’s section leadership. We are also working 
hard to prepare for the summer meeting in Montreal, which includes an exceptional array of 
sessions and an off-site reception on Saturday, August 12, in partnership with the sections 
on Race, Gender, and Class and Asia and Asian America. We hope you are planning to attend 
the meeting this summer and to connect to our section and members. Please remember that 
the business meeting is open to everyone and there are many opportunities to get involved. 
 
In coming months, I hope you continue to find ways to care for yourselves and others. 
Although our efforts to work toward justice are important, they also can be depleting. It is 
painfully clear that the coming years will be a marathon, not a sprint, and we will need to 
find sources of kindness—toward others and ourselves—and ways to refuel emotionally, 
intellectually, spiritually, and physically to make it through. In some small way, I hope this 
section can be a part of you finding what you need.    

Jennifer Reich  

Associate Professor of Sociology  

University of Colorado-Denver  

Jennifer.reich@ucdenver.edu 
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In the first quarter of 2017, many of us find ourselves 

distracted and fatigued by the outcome of the fall election, 

and the resulting discourse, policy proposals, and social 

aggressions that seem to arise with increasing frequency. 

Irrespective of partisan politics, I am finding it challenging to 

wake every morning with reports of new proposals to take 
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The January 2017 issue of National Geographic, entitled “Gender Revolution,” featured 133 pages that 

dealt explicitly with issues of gender ranging from stories about the lives of girls in the developing world 

to transgender folks. Beyond the magazine issue, Katie Couric teamed up with National Geographic to 

create a film of the same title that interviews experts, including our esteemed section member,  

Dr. Georgiann Davis, on their perspectives of sex and gender. Dr. Davis was gracious enough to 

participate in the Q&A (below) about the January issue and film. 

 

National Geographic obviously has a long history of bringing stories about cultures and science to the 

forefront. As a gender scholar, what do you think about National Geographic as a platform for these 

discussions?  

It pleases me that National Geographic spotlighted gender in both their magazine and in the Gender 

Revolution documentary. I’ve presented at conferences with only three people in attendance—and those 

people were my grad school friends—so to have the potential to reach millions of people, even if only for 

a few minutes and heavily edited, I’ll take it to hopefully raise visibility and foster social change.  

What folks might not know is that Susan Goldberg is the first woman editor in chief of National Geographic 

Magazine in the 120+ year history of the publication. It’s not a coincidence that gender was spotlighted in 

the magazine with her steering the ship. 

 

As Sociologists we often discover and discuss issues long before the mainstream media takes interest. 

Do you think there is something particularly unique about this moment, or has media just finally taken 

an interest? 

I think “discover” is a really messy word that has the potential to mask the work on the ground activists 

are doing on a day-to-day basis. Take intersex for example. While feminist scholars like Anne Fausto-

Sterling, Suzanne Kessler, Alice Dreger, etc. were instrumental in the formation and growth of the intersex 

rights movement, the significance of their contributions do not exist independently outside of intersex 

activism. Of course their scholarly contributions fueled intersex activism, but intersex activism also fueled 

their scholarship.  

Unfortunately, I feel that it is often the 

credentialed academics that get the spotlight, or 

worse credit, for things activists are struggling to 

change, often on an unpaid basis. As a scholar-

activist, I work hard to be conscious of this power 

dynamic and attempt to disrupt it. It’s one of the 

reasons that compelled me to co-edit (with Ellen 

Feder) a 2015 special issue of Narrative Inquiry in 

Bioethics on intersex. In our special issue, intersex 

people, themselves, author their experiences in 

their own words, rather than me, or some other 

academic, offering our analysis of the situation 

while simultaneously adding a line (or lines) to 

our CV.  

Q&A: “GENDER REVOLUTION”  
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I encourage other academics to co-

author with activists whether on blogs 

or on scholarly pieces. And, if 

contacted by the media, perhaps 

academics can encourage journalists 

to also speak with people on the 

ground personally dealing with the 

issue at hand and not only an “expert” 

academic. And, this should go without 

saying, but I strongly encourage 

scholars to get feedback from their 

participants before publishing their 

analyses. 

So to directly answer your question, I 

think the media is taking greater 

interest in these issues because more 

activists are speaking out—with the growth of the internet helping them to do so in large numbers—and 

this is gaining the interest of more scholars as well who are often tapped by the media to speak about 

these issues.  

 

 

The cover of the subscriber issue features 9 year-old transgender identified girl named Avery Jackson. 

While many people rejoiced this decision as monumental for trans- visibility, others including self-

identified “trans allies” said that this was exploitative. Do you feel this cover accomplished something?  

I’m not trans so my opinion on whether or not the cover accomplished something is far less relevant than 

the opinion of those who are trans. I would, however, caution folks from passing judgment without 

reflecting on how they may be silencing 9 year-old Avery. Do children not have a voice? Are they not able 

to be involved in activism and, themselves, raise visibility? Given Avery has authored her own book on the 

matter, It’s Okay to Sparkle!, I doubt she would be pleased that anyone was attempting to silence her in 

the name of preventing “exploitation.” Second, I ask those passing judgment to seriously reflect on the 

possibility that they feel the way they do because Avery is trans. Where are they when other kids are in 

magazines, on TV shows, and more? Is the real issue that Avery is trans and celebrating it? This makes me 

wonder about the thin line between privacy and the perpetuation of shame.  
 

 

The issue and film are both entitled “Gender Revolution,” yet they discuss sex a great deal.  Do you 

worry about the conflation of sex and gender in mainstream discussions? 

Oh, absolutely! Sex and gender are distinct socially constructed phenomena. And we all need to be careful 

that the two are not conflated. At times I even see feminist scholars conflate sex and gender, so I’m not 

surprised to see such done in mainstream media. What worries me most, as an intersex scholar-activist, 

is that it’s this conflation of sex and gender that drives doctors to try to predict an intersex child’s gender 

and then proceed to surgically modify their body to match the gender they’ve predicted. This is so very 

problematic and a clear violation of human rights. 
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National Geographic refers to intersex as a “condition.” How do you feel about their choice to use that 

term? 

I don’t feel intersex is a condition. Although I admittedly, myself, slip up and use doctor’s problematic 

words like “condition” or “syndrome” to describe the intersex trait I was born with. And that frustrates 

me because words are dangerously powerful and can shape how people feel about themselves, and how, 

in the case of intersex, parents and doctors approach intersex people. In my book, Contesting Intersex: 

The Dubious Diagnosis (NYU Press, 2015), I describe terminological tensions in the intersex community as 

I tell the story of how “intersex” became known as a “disorder of sex development.” 
 

The issue and the documentary, take a seemingly scientific approach in attempts to explain transgender 

identity. Obviously, the folks featured in both have a long and complicated relationship with scientific 

and medical authority. Many of the questions posed focus on things like “what happens to the trans 

brain in utero?” Do you think this approach is helpful or harmful to transgender and intersex folks? 

I approach any claim of biological difference with a great deal of skepticism, regardless if the one positing 

such claim is referring to sex, gender, sexuality, race, etc. We will likely find differences in anything we 

examine if we begin our search for such under hegemonic ideologies that differences do in fact exist. For 

example, if we believe males and females are different, and then proceed to examine male and female 

brains, we will search for differences while simultaneously overlooking the countless brain similarities that 

exist. 

Some of the framing around this issue makes it sound as if transgender issues are ‘new issues’. The 

opening credits of the film Couric narrates, “it used to be so simple… but that was then this is now.” Do 

you think we are in the midst of a “gender revolution”?  

That’s a complex question. But it certainly seems to me that trans and intersex are discussed a lot more 

in the mainstream media today then they were when I was a teenager in the 1990s. Is this visibility a 

measure of a gender revolution? I’m not sure. However, I do know that I certainly wish I had read or heard 

about intersex and knew other intersex people when I was a growing up—perhaps then I wouldn’t have 

felt like I freak like I did when I first discovered the truth about my body and the lies and mutilation doctors 

forced me to endure. 

 

Georgiann Davis, PhD is an assistant professor of sociology at the 

University of Nevada, Las Vegas. She is also the current board 

president  of interACT: Advocates for Intersex Youth (2017 - 

present) and the former president of the the AIS-DSD Support 

Group (2014-2015). She has written numerous articles on intersex 

in various outlets ranging from Ms. Magazine to the American 

Journal of Bioethics. In her book, Contesting Intersex: The 

Dubious Diagnosis (2015, NYU Press), Davis explores how intersex 

is defined, experienced, and contested in contemporary U.S. 

society. 
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BEYOND PINK HATS? UNDERSTANDING THE WOMEN’S 

MARCH ON WASHINGTON  
By Anna Chatillon and Zakiya Luna 

 

 

 

In the months before the women’s marches on January 21, 2017, two questions occurred to many 

sociologists: why are some people planning to march? And why are others electing not to march?  

What does this mobilization tell us about activism, politics and feminism? Our mixed-methods 

study, Mobilizing Millions: Engendering Protest Across the Globe, brings together several 

sociologists to answer the questions considering the Washington, D.C. march and sister marches.  

 

We conducted participant observation in DC and seven other US locations, recruited respondents 

for a survey of march participants, and gathered social media data from hundred of marches.  

With the survey now closed, we are currently parsing the data, to be considered alongside 

participant observation from each site and social media data. In the next few weeks, we will launch 

a second survey – to collect data from people who elected not to march – and will begin a wave 

of follow-up interviews with participants from the first survey. At this point in the data analysis, we 

offer some background on the march and a few preliminary findings. 

 

As is now widely known, a white woman in Hawaii, Teresa Shook, first suggested a women’s 

march on Facebook in the days after the 2016 presidential election. From her initial post, the idea 

spread quickly; within weeks, dozens of 

“sister” marches were planned across the 

country and the globe. Despite the rapid 

growth of the idea’s popularity, the process 

contained much controversy. The march’s 

first proposed name, the “Million Woman 

March,” was criticized as appropriating of a 

historic 1997 march of Black women 

organized by Phile Chionesu and Asia 

Coney. The original leaders of the 2017 

march were, moreover, predominantly white, 

and many women of color (and some white 

women) criticized the leadership team – and 

the march – as exclusionary. Organizers 

eventually changed the name of the march, 

invited longtime organizers and activists of  

 

ESSAY: “BEYOND PINK HATS” 
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color to join the organizing process, 

and eventually released a broad official 

platform that included an array of 

intersectional concerns. These 

adjustments were reminiscent of those 

in the planning processes of some prior 

marches, including the 2004 March for 

Women’s Lives (see Luna 2010). 

 

As feminist-identified sociologists, we 

saw this mobilization as a key moment 

to observe social movement dynamics, 

including questions of why people 

attend social movement events, what their background of activism is lately or in past years (if 

any), and what concerns or particular interests they bring to the event. We were especially 

interested in analyzing what motivates people to attend a protest at this critical period in history, 

particularly in light of the large scale of the march and echoes of the racial tensions in past 

marches. One early finding from our research is the substantial regional variation in the marches. 

Both the overall tenor of the marches and the weather, types of signs, march routes, and speakers 

varied widely from city to city. 

 

However, one consistency across field sites was significantly higher turnout than expected (from 

two times the expected numbers to ten times the anticipated attendance), leading to confusion 

and – in some cases – chaotic crowds, hour-long lines for the bathroom, and long periods of 

standing in close quarters with thousands of other marchers, at times in rain or high temperatures 

and direct sunlight. Another dynamic observed at several marches was the conspicuous absence 

of social movement organization (SMO) visibility. Although SMOs were heavily involved in 

planning the event, and some marches did have a presence by Planned Parenthood or other 

SMOs, most of the events drew significantly more unaffiliated protestors than people associated 

with a particular organization. Despite this, the near-ubiquitous presence of “pussy” hats – pink 

knit hats with peaked corners, in the style of cat ears – made for a visual uniformity within and 

across marches. At most field locations, a wide variety of reasons for marching were clear from 

the largely homemade signs held by individuals. Words and images on the signs spoke to concern 

for reproductive rights, Black Lives Matter, LGBTQ rights, and more general efforts to push back 

against President Trump’s administration. Feminist rhetoric ranged from one-dimensional 

(focused exclusively on gender justice) to intersectional (addressing how gender justice intersects 

with racial justice, economic justice, etc.), speaking to the range of personal histories and politics 

marchers brought with them to each event. 
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Although the larger implications of our data will emerge more clearly as we complete the project, 

our first survey had over 3500 responses from most US states and locations worldwide including 

the UK, Australia and Mexico. 

 

Although it remains to be seen if the momentum generated by the January 21 marches can be 

sustained, our data indicate the marches were successful in mobilizing millions of people, across 

a wide range of reasons for marching, to move in step – at least for one day. 

 

 

*This project is Mobilizing Millions: Engendering Protest Across the Globe. The faculty 

collaborators are Zakiya Luna, PhD (Principal Investigator, California, DC, LA,PH and TX 

coordinator); Kristen Barber, PhD (St. Louis Lead); Selina Gallo-Cruz, PhD (Boston Lead); 

Kelsy Kretschmer, PhD (Portland Lead). The site leads on the ground in other locations were 

Anna Chatillon (Austin, TX); Fatima Suarez (Los Angeles, CA); Alex Kulick (Philadelphia, PA & 

social media); Chandra Russo, PhD (DC co-lead). We are also grateful to many volunteer 

research assistants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Zakiya Luna, MSW, PhD is an Assistant Professor of Sociology at 

University of California, Santa Barbara. Her research focused on 

social movements, human rights and reproduction with an 

emphasis on the effects of intersecting inequalities within and 

across these sites. She has published multiple articles on 

activism, feminism and reproductive justice.  

Anna Chatillon, MA is a doctoral student in sociology at the 

University of California, Santa Barbara. She has recently 

completed her MA, which investigates the relationship between 

the Black Lives Matter movement and feminist organizations. 
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REBECCA EWERT, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO  

Rebecca Ewert is a doctoral student in the Department of Sociology at 

the University of Chicago who studies sexualities, gender, race, mental 

health, and knowledge. Originally from the west coast, she obtained 

her Bachelor of Arts in Sociology from the University of California, 

Davis in 2014, graduating with summa cum laude honors.  

Her current research focuses on the construction of diagnostic 

categories as a practice of professionalization. Rebecca studies the 

development of the 5th edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 

of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) produced by the American Psychiatric 

Association (APA) and the Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) produced 

by the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH). Using the disputes 

over these manuals as a case study, Rebecca argues that shifts in 

professional boundaries are the primary cause of changing nosological systems; professional groups 

employ strategies like the rhetoric of changing clinical gaze, technologies, and treatments to justify those 

emergent nosologies that actually serve to legitimate their claim to jurisdiction over social problems.   

In her proposed dissertation research, Rebecca examines clinical diagnostic and treatment development 

practices and how such practices differ racially.  She asks:  How do clinicians interpret patient symptoms 

to build a diagnosis and a treatment plan? Do clinicians inadvertently use different criteria when assessing 

patients of different races? Rebecca uses eating disorder treatment as a case study with which to study 

the racial implications of diagnostic practices. Eating disorders (EDs) are an optimal case for this study 

because, while this set of disorders have traditionally been seen as a disease specific to white middle class 

women, emerging population level research shows that prevalence rates are more equally distributed 

across racial categories than is represented within the clinical literature. By combining the qualitative 

aspects of in-depth open-ended interviews and ethnographic methods with the statistical data gleaned 

from vignette interviews, this project has the potential to trace and triangulate clinical decisions that lead 

to disparate health outcomes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GRADUATE STUDENT SPOTLIGHT 
   

 

 

ARE YOU A GRADUATE STUDENT? 

You can find more information about the Sex & Gender student 

section, including our mentoring program and special events for 

students on our website. Find us on Facebook and connect with 

other Sex & Gender student-members! 
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TONY SILVA, UNIVERSITY OF OREGON 

Tony Silva is a doctoral student at the University of Oregon, 

whose research interests include sexualities, gender, rurality, 

and qualitative and quantitative methods. For his dissertation, 

he is interviewing rural straight-identified men who have sex 

with men to explore how they perceive their gender and 

sexuality. Two papers from this project are published in Gender 

& Society and Sexualities: “Bud-Sex: Constructing Normative 

Masculinity Among Rural Straight Men That Have Sex With 

Men” and “‘Helpin’ a Buddy Out’: Perceptions of Identity and 

Behavior Among Rural Straight Men That Have Sex With Each 

Other,” respectively. “Helpin’ a Buddy Out” examines the 

reasons participants gave for identifying as straight, their 

experiences with unanticipated changes to their sexual 

attractions and the ways in which this complicated their sexual 

identity, and how their interpretations of their sex with men 

actually reinforced their straightness. “Bud-Sex” explores how the participants constructed straightness 

and normative masculinity by selectively choosing other masculine, white, and straight or secretly bisexual 

partners for non-romantic, secretive sex that de-linked penetration from associations with femininity and 

gayness. 

In addition to this qualitative research, Tony has several papers under review that use nationally 

representative survey data to examine attitudinal predictors of straight identification and sexual identity 

change. Through his qualitative dissertation and quantitative research projects, Tony hopes to provide 

empirical data which highlight several themes: the social construction of masculinities and sexualities by 

age, race, gender, time period, and place; the flexibility of sexuality, including heterosexuality, for both 

men and women; how similar sexual practices carry different meanings across contexts and populations; 

and the centrality of interpretations and attitudes about gender and sexuality to straightness.  
 

 

GRADUATE STUDENT SPOTLIGHT  
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DO YOU WANT TO BE FEATURED IN THE NEXT ISSUE? 

If you are a graduate student who would like to be featured in the 

Graduate Student Spotlight, please email our newsletter editor,  

Eli Alston-Stepnitz at ecalstonstepnitz@ucdavis.edu.  

To see past graduate student spotlights please visit our website. 
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SECTION LEADERSHIP 
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DO YOU WANT TO BE FEATURED IN THE NEXT ISSUE? 

Please send any information about new books, articles, awards, or other news 

to our Newsletter Editor, Eli Alston-Stepnitz at ecalstonstepnitz@ucdavis.edu.  
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SEX & GENDER SESSIONS  

 
 Struggles over Difference and Inclusivity in Higher Education  

(organizer: Tressie McMillan Cottom)  

 

 Doing Gender: 30 Years Later (organizer: Laurel Westbrook)  

 

 Feminist Perspectives on Science and Technologies (organizer: Emily Mann) 

 

  Gender, Politics, and Power (organizer: Jim Messerschmidt)  

 

 Gender and Social Justice in a Global Context (organizer: Rachel Rinaldo) 

 

 Conceptualizing, Measuring, and Operationalizing Studies of Gendered and 

Sexual Violence (organizer: Lisa Brush)  

 

 Sex and Gender Roundtables (organizer: Patti Giuffre)  

 

LOOKING AHEAD: ASA 2017 
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SAVE THE DATE 

ASA SEX & GENDER SECTION RECEPTION 

SATURDAY, AUGUST 12th 6:30-8:30 PM 

SALON SARAH BERNHARDT INTERCONTINENTAL MONTREAL 

 

 

  

 




